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Abstract

In this paper, we describe two experiments regarding the monitoring of a test site in the Bavarian Forest
National Park using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and we show their results. In the first experiment,
we show that it is possible to relatively orient the RGB images acquired by a small UAV in power glider
configuration without any flight stabilisation and without integrated navigation system (INS) initial values. This enables a 3D scene reconstruction, i.e., we obtain a point cloud showing distinctive 3D points.
A much denser point cloud showing trees with branches can be derived from dense image matching.
In the second experiment, we demonstrate how multispectral imagery can be interpreted on demand,
i.e., without producing an ortho-mosaic, but using reliable features and a powerful classifier. With our
algorithm, we follow up the aim to detect bark beetle attack in an early infection stage in Sitka spruce,
Picea sitchensis, in the Bavarian Forest National Park.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle, image orientation, 3d reconstruction, random forest, detection of
bark beetle attack in an early infection stage

1. Introduction
In 1713, Hannß Carl von Carlowitz firstly formulated
the principle of sustainability applying it to the necessity of forest monitoring (von Carlowitz 1713). Today,
300 years later, the term “sustainability” is still significant and often used in politics to claiming actions regarding environmental research, e.g., forest monitoring,
see also the project documentation (GAF AG 2009).
Due to the easy access to remote sensing technologies
or data, forest monitoring is a very active and interdisciplinary research field. While air- and even space-borne
data can sufficiently be used for rough land cover classification, predicting biomass or recognizing vegetation
damages at a forest scale, e.g., Fröhlich et al. (2013),
Knuth et al. (2009) or White et al. (2007), close range
remote sensing by airplanes flying at a low altitude and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) allows the analysis on
tree-level, e.g., Carter et al. (1998) and Fassnacht et
al. (2012). Analogue to precision farming, data showing
details of individual trees can be analyzed for economic
and ecological reason, e.g., with respect to plant growth
or stress recognition.
So far, data acquisition using UAVs underlies the legal
restriction of visual line of sight (VLOS). This means
that the pilot must always see the UAV for confidently
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estimating its altitude, and it always must be possible
to immediately switch into manual flight control mode
in emergency cases. But in future, the operation restrictions of civil UAVs could be eased in regions with low
hazard as forests, if the use of transponders in every aircraft would be regulated by law. Flight performances
as flight time and flight distances of small UAVs in
power glider configuration are not restrictive to date.
Nevertheless, we test forest applications based on data
acquisition by UAVs at exposed locations respecting
the current VLOS rule. Thereby, we focus on two big
challenges for an automatized UAV-based inspection of
forests: (1) orienting the images for 3D reconstruction
of the scene and for geo-referencing the data, and (2)
classifying the scene by analysis of very complex and
variable spectral signatures. Both points are addressed
in this paper.
Normally, images from small and lightweight UAV
flights are going beyond the scope of image orientation
algorithms of classical aerial photogrammetry. Quite
large off-image-plane rotation angles between the images and scale changes could be given in windy situations, even if established and proven autopilot systems
are used, because of the low weight of such systems.
Although we work with different autopilot systems,
e.g., Papparazzi or cloudcaptech piccolo, we are also
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interested in robust and rugged methods in relative image orientation, even if flights are carried out in manual radio controlled mode. I.e., images are taken from
UAVs which are not stabilized by flight control systems,
without camera triggering at planned positions and
without integrated navigation system (INS) initial values as GPS/DGPS position and the three rotation angles
from the autopilots inertial measurement system (IMU).
Sometimes data acquisition could be very fast and very
easy without the need of autopilot configuration and
all the preparations for automatic or semi-autonomous
flights. Consequently, if relative image orientation under these hindering conditions would be successful, it
would be quite easy for autopilot assisted flights with
initial values from INS. As first contribution of this paper, we show the robustness of our image orientation
algorithm, its usability and potential, even for using aerial images from lightweight, not stabilized UAVs under
windy weather conditions.
In this paper, we describe an experiment which is part
of a project regarding bark beetle detection in spruces at
an early infection stage. Further details on bark beetle
damages in spruce forests and the research regarding
their recognition see Niemann & Visintini (2005). We
acquired multispectral imagery with a sports airplane
in summer 2011. Three months later, we acquired RGB
images as reference data by a UAV. In comparison to
the airplane-based data acquisition, it is quite easy and
cheap to capture UAV-based reference data. In the reference data we are able to visually recognize infected
spruce trees in red or grey attack stage (the latter two of
three infection stages). Three months before, these trees
might be in green attack stage (first stage), which is not
visually perceptible in optical light. So, as our second

contribution, we show the potential of UAVs equipped
with a multispectral camera for bark beetle detection in
an early infection stage. Therefore, we employ a powerful multi-class classifier using reliable features which
are partially based on previous work in precision farming applications.
In our flight campaign for obtaining reference data, we
used a UAV in power glider configuration with 3.2 m
wingspan and 3.6 kg maximum takeoff weight (MTOW)
with long endurance performance in our campaign. As
flight guidance system a first person view system (FPV)
was used with video link in flight direction and onscreen
display to show telemetry of flight data. The FPV system was equipped with GPS assisted auto tracking by
two diversity patch antennas (Fig. 1, left). Hand launching and belly landing capabilities of the airframe allow
its operation in semi rough terrain without a prepared
runway. Using net landing the operation of such systems
even would be possible in really rough terrains as wind
throw areas (background in Fig. 1, right) without the
disadvantages of the complexity of vertical takeoff and
landing airplane capabilities. In the shown campaign 18
km flight distance were flown using less than 1/3 of the
battery capacity. Using the FPV flight guidance system,
orientation and navigation can be used to find relevant
areas of bark beetle attacks.
This paper is structured as followed: In the next section,
we describe how we orient the RGB images from the
UAV flight obtaining a 3D reconstruction of the scene.
This allows viewing the scene in stereo by constructing
anaglyph images. They are used to manually inspect the
scene and to derive ground truth for the scene classification described in section 3. We discuss our method

Fig. 1: Data acquisition at a test site in the Bavarian Forest National Park. Left: Preparing the UAV for its flight
using a FPV flight guidance system. Right: UAV during its flight. Rough start and landing conditions as visible in
the background can get avoided by using UAV platforms with hand launch and net landing capabilities as the shown
power glider.
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in section 4 and formulate tasks which should be considered in further research for forest monitoring using
UAVs. In our last section we summarize our contribution.

2. 3D Reconstruction of the Scene
Reconstructing a scene from images means to orient the
images relatively to each other, i.e., the camera poses
are estimated, and to derive 3D points from subpixel
positions of distinctive image points and the estimated
camera poses. As described in detail by Hartley, R. &
Zisserman, A. (2003) the change of the camera pose between two images can be efficiently estimated considering corresponding image points, which show identical
object points in different images. For finding such corresponding points in image pairs, the matching must be
robust to the following five problems: the images differ
in (1) their viewpoint, i.e., an observed object is viewed
under different perspectives (2) in their brightness and
contrast, and (3) their scale, i.e., details of an observed
object may not be recognizable in all images. Furthermore, (4) occlusions by other objects or (5) repetitive
patterns may cause mismatches.
All five problems occur when a forest scene from
images acquired by an UAV should be reconstructed in
3D. Especially UAVs in (motor) glider configuration often change their viewing direction from image to image
within an acquired sequence. The ground resolutions of
the acquired images differs a lot from the resolution of
tree tops. Furthermore, the image scales also may vary,
if the UAV was navigated at different altitudes. An additional sixth problem may also occur: the trees slightly
move with the wind, i.e., corresponding image points
may show the same object points, but the 3D coordinates of the object have moved between both images.
We only consider small moves of the vegetation, because we only use images acquired on the same day. Large
movements or deformations may occur, if a couple of
weeks elapse between different image sets. The Bundler
software Snavely et al. (2006) is often used for scene
reconstruction from images. Although of its impressive
results, Bundler has its limitations with respect to view
point, scale and illumination changes, due to the fact that
it uses SIFT matching Lowe (2004), which is focused on
short baseline image sets. We employ the approach of
Bartelsen et al. (2012) which is capable to orient unordered, highly resolved, wide baseline images.
The approach of Bartelsen et al. (2012) obtains distinctive image points employing scale space maxima
(Lindeberg 1998). These key points consist of four pa-

rameters: the position in the image (x,y), the in-imageplane rotation, and the scale space maxima. The latter
two define an image patch around (x,y), which is used
to find corresponding image points by normalized cross
correlation and affine least squares matching. According to Nistér (2004) five pairs of corresponding points
are used to determine the relative camera poses in a
RANSAC framework Fischler & Bolles (1981) to be
robust even against a high percentage of mismatches.
The solution is extended to image triplets (Torr & Zisserman 1997), which are combined to simultaneously
determine the camera poses for all images. A robust
bundle adjustment ensures that the approach converges
with camera poses near the optimum. As result, Bartelsen et al. (2012) determine 3D points in space with
a very low uncertainty. For further technical details also
see Mayer et al. (2012).
We reconstructed the test site in the Bavarian Forest National Park from a UAV flight in power glider configuration. We considered 289 images acquired by a standard
consumer RGB camera. Fig. 2 shows the result from
relative image orientation by (Bartelsen et al. 2012),
i.e., we show a sparse point cloud of about 530.000 3D
points, each colored as in a corresponding image, the
estimated camera positions in red and the links between
the image triplets in green. Therefore, the trajectory of
the UAV can be recognized well. If the UAV moved
smoothly, the images could be linked in sequence. In
contrast, sequentially acquired images are not linked,
if the UAV flew a tight turn. Then it may occur that
neighbored images in the sequence have opposite viewing directions, i.e., no correct corresponding points can
be found in such image pairs because of the small or
lacking overlap. Links between images from different
sequence parts show that the approach of Bartelsen et
al. (2012) performs well with images of different views
and of different scale. Focusing on the reconstructed 3D
points of the scene, Fig. 2 only provides little information. The paths are well recognizable due to their bright
appearance. We are also able to distinguish spruce trees
with green needles from the trunks of uprooted trees.
This manual differentiation mostly relies on the color
information of the 3D points, not by their position.
If the camera poses are known, the semiglobal matching
by Hirschmüller (2008) could be applied to obtain the
2.5D representation of the scene and a dense 3D point
cloud. Here, the algorithm realizes pixel wise matching.
The search is limited to epipolar lines which are derived
from the camera poses. The resulting dense point cloud
already contains millions of 3D points, if the images
have a resolution of five mega pixel. In comparison,
during camera pose estimation only a few hundred 3D
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points are reconstructed per image triplet. Consequently, many details are visible in the dense 3D point cloud,
while the sparse one only shows little information of the
scene.
Fig. 3 shows the dense 3D point cloud resulted from
(Hirschmüller 2008). Because of its details we are able
to recognize and assess the shape of individual trees.
Both approaches were performed automatically. The reconstruction of the sparse point cloud was calculated in
couple of hours, the dense matching was performed on
a cluster in a few hours. Scale and quality of the used

images based on lightweight UAV flights can be recognized in Fig. 4 (stereo model, anaglyph).

3. Interpretation of Multispectral Imagery
In this section, we describe a procedure for automatic
image interpretation of the forest scene. We acquire the
multispectral images with the narrow band camera TetraCam Mini MCA 6 which has a weight of 700 g. It
is possible to carry such a camera in lightweight UAVs
under 5 kg (MTOW). But for this work, we acquired
multispectral imagery with a sports airplane on 5th August 2011. Onboard vibrations cause similar image blurring as if we would have flown the camera by a UAV.
Furthermore, the trajectory of the airplane is similar to a
UAV in (motor) glider configuration, i.e., we might have
large off-image-plane rotations between consecutively
acquired images. The sports airplane flew about 400 m
over ground, so we could have obtained images with
larger ground resolution, if we would have used a UAV.
The camera obtains six monochromatic intensity images
with narrow-bands according to Tab. 1. Among the six
filters we chose four filters of infra-red, which often
have been successfully applied in precision farming,
e.g. Zarco-Tejada et al. (2004). Consequently, we relinquished a filter for blue, and hence, the possibility to
show normal colored images.

Fig. 2: Reconstructed forest scene with visualized camera positions (black) and linked image triplets (white).

All six images are calibrated and show the same scene
only with a very small translation. Having images taken

Fig. 3: Dense 3D point cloud showing standing and uprooted spruce trees. Blue colored regions show parts of the
scene which were not visible from aerial perspective.
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Fig. 4: Scale and image quality shown as stereo model (anaglyph).

band

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

wavelength [nm]

550 ± 5

670 ± 5

710 ± 5

780 ± 5

900 ± 10

950 ± 20

Tab. 1: Spectral filters for the acquisition of narrow-band intensity images.
with a focal length of 35 mm and sensor fields of 6.66 ×
5.32 mm2, we achieve a ground resolution with a pixel
area of about 6 × 6 cm. The images were acquired on a
cloudy day at Stubenbachtal, our test site in the Bavarian Forest National Park. Thus, the images show only
small variations of reflection, i.e. no bright areas from
sunlight and no shadows. About three weeks before
our image acquisition, a tornado storm had raged at the
particular forest site. Therefore, our test area does not
only show young and mature Sitka spruce trees (Picea
sitchensis) without any bark beetle (Ips typographus)

damages, spruces of all three stages of attack (green, red
and grey), and beech trees. The test site also contains
many uprooted trees with water stress caused by the
storm. We show a part of our scene in Fig. 5.
Our image interpretation is based on supervised classification, i.e., we train a powerful classifier by information from manually selected image parts. This data is
obtained from a control flight by a UAV acquiring only
RGB images, which are relatively oriented (Bartelsen
et al. 2012). The 3-dimensional visualization by derived

Fig. 5: Scene from Stubenbachtal, the monitored site in the Bavarian Forest National Park. Left: CIR image composition with bands (b4,b2,b1). Right: Color image composition of the remaining three bands (b3,b5,b6). In the center
of the image, the scene shows lying peeled stems, which were caused by a storm a few weeks before data acquisition.
In the upper left image quarter, there still lie many unpeeled stems. Below them, the scene shows beeches. Along the
image bottom, many young spruces are visible, older and healthy trees stand at the right image border, and in the
upper right quarter many trees in red attack stage can be found, and many trees of green attack stage stand between
them.
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anaglyph images (Fig. 4) enabled the manual interpretation of trees according to the aerial forest state inventory
(Hildebrandt 1992). This forest state inventory is used
to inspect single spruce trees, and to manually classify
them according to the geometric structure of the tree’s
crown.
For annotation, we mark eleven classes in the scene.
These classes are defined to represent homogeneous
groups of objects. After applying the classifier, the results of some of these classes are merged together. We
have defined and annotated the following classes:
1 spruce-0-1: This class comprises all healthy, wellformed spruces, i.e., trees with a crown formed by a
pointed cone, showing a dense, regular and smooth
coverage of needles into all directions (states 0 and 1
of inventory).
2 spruce-2-3: This class comprises all damaged spruces or trees having stress, i.e., trees with a crown formed by a cone with branches arranged like spokes,
showing a sparse coverage of needles into many directions (states 2 and 3 of inventory).
3 spruce-4: This class comprises spruces, which are
obviously dead (state 4 of inventory).
4 spruce-young: This class comprises all young spruces, i.e. trees, which do not show full crown yet. Later, this class is merged with spruce-0-1 yielding one
class for young or well-grown trees.
5 beech: This class comprises all leaf trees, primarily
beeches.
6 ground-plants: This class comprises all other vegetation, mostly near the ground such as ferns, shrubs
and bushes. Later, this class is merged with beech
yielding one class for leaf vegetation.
7 lying-trees and peeled-wood: Both classes are later
merged with spruce-4 to the new class wood, because all three classes show wood, but no vital vegetation.
8 soil, path, water: All these classes form later the
class background.
In the following subsections, we describe the classification technique, we explain which features are used for
the classification, and we demonstrate the performance
of our classification by experiments.

3.1 Random Forest
We implemented a random forest (RF) for classifying
the multispectral imagery. Based on the formulation of
the algorithm by Shotton et al. (2008) it is an efficient
and effective classifier for multiple classes. It has been
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recently applied to multispectral image interpretation
by, e.g., Tokarczyk et al. (2012) and Fröhlich et al.
(2013). Instead of deriving a single decision tree, several uncorrelated, randomized decision trees are learnt and
combined to achieve a much better performance.
For each single tree, a subset S0 of the training data is
randomly selected. Then several hierarchically ordered
binary decisions are learnt to gradually split this subset
into further subsets SnL and SnR, where n, n ≥ 0, is the
index of a tree’s node. These decisions are coded in the
inner nodes of the tree, and in the leaves, there are saved
the class frequencies of the corresponding subsets.
The splitting of a subset stops, if either it consists of
only one class, or its cardinality gets too small. Otherwise, Sn gets divided into the two subsets (Eq. 1)
and
. (1)
The parameter fn is the selected feature and the parameter ϑn is the selected threshold, and both are chosen
from randomly selected hypotheses for features and
thresholds: the pair (fn, ϑn) leads to the best split of subset Sn, i.e., the averaged entropy of the two split nodes
is minimal with respect to the other hypotheses, see also
(Shotton et al. 2008).
In the leaves of each randomized decision tree, the class
frequencies of the corresponding subset are saved. These histograms are combined over all T trees, if new data
gets classified. For a new sample, the corresponding leaf
in each decision tree is determined. Then, we summarize the class frequencies over all T trees, the class with
the maximum frequency is returned as classification
result. The merging of some classes at the end of the
classification is performed by replacing the particular
class labels.

3.2 Reliable Image Features for Scene Interpretation
We derive our features directly from the acquired multispectral images. In opposition to other approaches, we
do not determine an ortho-mosaic of the scene, where
the images intensities are “balanced” to suppress illumination changes between the images (Miller 2004, 986).
If ortho-mosaics are only calculated for geo-referencing
the scene, this can also be done manually with the reconstructed scene. We train our classifier with data from
several ten thousand pixels showing objects with dif-
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ferent perspectives, resolution
and illumination. So, we obtain
a classifier which stably performs under such changes.
In land cover classification and
precision agriculture, there have
been studied several vegetation
and chlorophyll indices, beginning with the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
by Rouse et al. (1974). Besides
the three commonly known ratio values Green-to-NIR (b1/
b4), Red-Edge-to-NIR (b3/b4)
and the water index (b5/b6), we
focused on indices which have
been successfully applied in
previous works, e.g., on water stress detection. The Green Fig. 6: Likelihood functions of the four indices (f.l.t.r) NDVI, G-to-NIR, GCI and
NDVI is similar to NDVI, but TVI. The colors of the likelihood functions correspond to the following classes:
uses green light instead of red. green – spruces (state 0-1 or young), red – spruces (state 2-3), magenta – dead
Furthermore, we focused on spruces or wood, cyan – beech, and black – the rest.
the following vegetation and
chlorophyll indices: SAVI, TVI, MTVI-1 and MTVI-2
Since the vegetation and chlorophyll indices often show
as defined in Haboudane et al. (2004), TCARI, OSAVI
different likelihood functions for different classes, they
and the ratio of both as defined in Haboudane et al.
build a good base for reliable features. Nevertheless,
(2002), GCI and RECI as defined by Viña et al. (2011),
some indices, e.g., NDVI, SAVI and OSAVI are almost
and REIP as proposed by Guyot & Baret (1988). In the
identical features, i.e., the equation 2
works above, sometimes hyperspectral data with slightly different wavelengths are used. Then we chose the
(2)
spectrally closest filter of our camera, e.g., SAVI with
780 nm instead of 800 nm. REIP is originally defined
using information of 740 nm, hence we interpolated the
describes the NDVI, if L = 0, SAVI, if L = 0.4, and
intensity values of 710 and 780 nm. If an index consists
OSAVI, if L = 0.16. The parameter L in the equatiof a quotient of observed intensity values, it is stable
on above only causes a shift of the feature. Having a
regarding different illumination and reflectivity. Furthreshold-based classification scheme as we have imthermore, indices like REIP and SAVI are stable with
plemented it for our random forest, these three indices
respect to soil and hydrological changes.
have a similar performance, because a good threshold of
one index can easily get transformed to become a good
In Fig. 6, we show the likelihood functions of the elethreshold of one of the other two indices.
ven annotated classes regarding the four selected indices NDVI, G-to-NIR, GCI and TVI. The green curves
Instead of tuning or inventing further vegetation indices
show the likelihood functions of healthy spruces which
like Fassnacht et al. (2012) to be invariant to various
are either young or trees in state 0 and 1 (inventory).
conditions, e.g., weather or soil, we applied strategies
The red curves show the likelihood functions of spruces
from machine learning. For instance, Guyon & Eliin state 2 or 3 (inventory). In feature space of NDVI or
sseeff (2003) recommend to arithmetically combine
the green-to-NIR ratio, both classes can get classified
existing features, e.g., the observed intensity values of
well. Using TVI, it seems that both classes cannot be
different channels or simple vegetation indices, to exdiscriminated. In feature space of GCI, all classes showpand the feature space by generating additional features.
ing vital vegetation have similar likelihood functions.
Others, e.g., Tokarczyk et al. (2012) or Fröhlich et al.
Thus, we need to combine several indices to construct a
(2013) advise the importance of context information for
high-dimensional feature space for obtaining a reliable
obtaining a reliable classifier.
classification.
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Consequently, we construct the following 104-dimensional feature space. The first six features are the intensity
values of the observed spectral ranges. Then, we obtain
15 ratio-combinations of six bands, i.e., the ratio green
to red, green to red edge, green to NIR etc. Furthermore,
there are 15 combinations of the NDVI, since we have
15 different pairs of filters. Further 60 features are derived from combinations of three different bands, i.e.,
the three intensity values of the bands bi, bj and bk (Eq.
3) form the features
. (3)
As last, we selected nine features some vegetation and
chlorophyll indices which are not considered so far, and
which might have a good impact on the classification:
TCARI, OSAVI, and the ratio of both (defined according to the formulas by Haboudane et al. (2002)), TVI,
MTVI-1 and MTVI-2 (defined according to the formulas by Haboudane et al. (2004)), and two implementations of REIP similar to the proposed formula in Guyot
& Baret (1988), but with interpolated values for the
intensity of 740 nm.
In Fig. 7, we visualize the values of each of the 104
dimensions of our feature space regarding the scene in
Fig. 2. Since almost all features have a different range than typically intensity values have, we transformed
each feature to 8-bit gray values. Therefore, we determined the 2- and 98-quantiles of a feature’s values in the
scene, and shifted those values to 0 and 255. Obviously,
our feature space contains a lot of features with different
characteristics, thus we might have reliable features for
discriminating the classes.

3.3 Results
We have learnt T = 200 decision trees for the RF classifier. If T is much smaller, the performance of the classier decreases significantly. If a larger T is chosen, the
performance does not really improve any more. We
performed a cross validation with ten tests. In each experiment, we trained the classifier with 5000 randomly
selected pixels of each of the 11 annotated classes, and
we also chose 5000 other pixel per class for testing. After classification by RF, we merged spruces of state 0-1
and young spruces to one class, dead spruces and lying
wood to one class, beech and ground plants to one class,
and ground, water, paths to the background class. This
class merging simplifies the visualization of the results,
especially it shrinks the size of the confusion matrix in
Tab. 2.
The confusion matrix has the following structure: Each
row shows the classification results of samples belonging to this class, i.e., pixels belonging to class spruce-2-3 are correctly classified with a probability of
0.755, and in 9.9% and 12.3%, these pixels are misclassified as spruce-0-1 and background, respectively. So,
the bold entries on the diagonal show the probabilities
for correct classifications. Furthermore, if all entries of
one column are summed up, the confidence of a classification can be determined. Hence, the probability is
0.817 for that a pixel classified as spruce-2-3 really belongs to that class.
Totally, the quantitative analysis results in a recognition rate of 82.1%, i.e., more than four of five annotated pixels are correctly classified. The misclassification
between the two classes spruce-0-1 and spruce-2-3 is

Fig. 7: Grey value visualization of all 104 features regarding the scene in Fig. 5. Each dimension of the scenes feature space has been linearly transformed to a gray value image.
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spruce-0-1

spruce-2-3

wood

beech

background

spruce-0-1

0.822

0.083

0.000

0.093

0.002

spruce-2-3

0.099

0.756

0.004

0.018

0.123

wood

0.000

0.004

0.823

0.000

0.173

beech

0.065

0.037

0.004

0.836

0.058

background

0.002

0.045

0.075

0.010

0.868

Tab. 2: Confusion matrix with five classes of classification with random forest with T = 200 trees.
relatively small. Thus, the discrimination between wellgrown, possibly not infected trees and damaged, possibly infected trees works well.
Furthermore in Fig. 8, we visualize the classification
results of all pixels of an image. The intensity images
of this scene are given in Fig. 5. So, we can inspect interesting details of the scene. In the view’s center, many
lying trees are visible, and in this part of the image almost only wood and background have been recognized.
In the upper left corner, many freshly fallen spruces are
lying, here the classification shows many pixel being
wood or background, but also damaged spruces were
recognized. Here, the correlation between damaged
trees and trees under water stress is visible. In the upper
right corner, there stand many damaged spruces of state
2 or 3. And Fig. 8 also shows many pixels of this class

at this site. In the bottom and at the right side of the
image, many healthy and young spruces stand, and they
were also well recognized. Here, the misclassification
between the two classes spruce-0-1 and spruce-2-3 is
also visible. Many pixels representing the top of a tree
were wrongly classified as damaged tree.

4. Discussion
In our experiment regarding the reconstruction of the
scene from UAV based images we demonstrated the
current progress in this field. The relative orientation of
images is not only possible if the flight has been conducted similar to an aerial photogrammetric data acquisition, i.e., the images in the acquired sequence do not
have to be ordered, may have different scale and illu-

Fig. 8: Visualization of classification with random forest showing young spruces and mature spruces of state 0 or
1 of the aerial forest inventory in green, spruces of state 2 or 3 of the aerial forest inventory in red, dead trees and
lying wood in white, beeches and ground plants in cyan, and background (soil, paths and water) in gray.
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mination properties. Recent approaches like the one by
Bartelsen et al. (2012) also work, if there are larger offimage-plane rotations between consecutively acquired
images. Of course, even such robust approaches can
fail, if the differences between images become too large.
Our second experiment regarding the scene classification leads to a more controversial discussion. To interpret the results, we point out that the defined classes
spruce-0-1 and spruce-2-3 base on an manual inspection of 3-dimensional structures defined by the aerial forest inventory (Hildebrandt 1992), i.e., the trees
were manually discriminated by the visual appearance
of their crowns. Then we obtain from the classification
that these trees can be discriminated using highly resolved multispectral information three months earlier. Of
course, we cannot infer the cause of the damage, e.g.,
if it was water stress, or if the tree has been attacked by
bark beetles. Maybe, this can be reached, if a Bayesian
network is constructed where further information about
properties of soil and climate are considered, or observed weather states are considered for the reasoning.
Besides the discussion on early detection of bark beetle
detection, we want to point out two important issues of
our approach. First, we do not rely on the interpretation
of an ortho-mosaic, but use the original multispectral
images. And secondly, we favor to generate many, often
reliable features than tuning few good ones.
The direct use of the image for classification compared
to traditional approaches with deriving an ortho-mosaic
has a big advantage: We skip this part and, therefore, we
do not need to balance the intensity value in the scene.
Consequently, we have to select more training data to
learn the classifier with many possible viewing directions and illumination conditions. The strong characteristic of the third dimension in forests might lead to large
illumination variety. So we think of demonstrating our
approach on simpler scenes, e.g., crop fields. Then we
could show that the determination of ortho-mosaics is
not necessary. This is part of our current and close future
work.
Our feature space has a dimensionality of 104. For traditional classification methods, e.g., Maximum Likelihood classification assuming normally distributed
features, this is already too big. Compared to recent
works on land cover classification, e.g., Tokarczyk et
al. (2012) or Fröhlich et al. (2013), we have a very
small dimensional feature space. In such work, context
information is used as feature which expands the feature space up to one million features. Such a big feature
space is not a problem for RF classification, if enough
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good features are evaluated in the learning step at each
splitting node. In each step, one-dimensional subspaces
are considered. We also think of expanding our feature
space by texture and contextual features, e.g., we should
also include differences to neighbored pixels as features
into our classification. Furthermore, we could postprocess the interpretation results by a majority vote in a
pixel’s neighborhood. This also leads to a smoothing of
the classification output, i.e., isolated pixels will be removed in the classification output.
We are aware that we had relatively simple illumination
conditions during image acquisition. Since it was a cloudy day, we do not have any strongly reflecting or shady
image parts. Thus, our RF classifier has not learnt how
the classes appear under more complex illumination
conditions. Furthermore, we doubt that RF derived from
observations at the Bavarian forest can successively be
applied to other sites, e.g., the Black forest in south western Germany or forests in Canada. There, different soil
properties and other spruce species could be found, and
then a new RF classifier should be learnt from data of
those places. We are confident that our RF is applicable
at other time stamps as well. Each observed tree shows
several age groups of needs, and therefore, the random
forest has learnt these different signatures. Maybe, the
random forest should get updated after a couple of years
to include information of the last years.
We demonstrated that our approach is very successful
regarding the classification of spruces labeled by 3Dinspection of their geometry using the aerial forest inventory (Hildebrandt 1992). So far, this classification
has only been statistically analyzed as a snapshot, i.e.,
with almost no variation in time, place, weather and botanical diversity. Hence, we need to verify our results in
additional studies. Primarily, we should analyze, if our
close range remote sensing classification framework is
transferable to classification of newly acquired images.
Thereby, we should focus on seasonal changes, geological differences and on the employment of our approach
at other sites.
Furthermore, we must evaluate the coherences between
the 3D geometry of spruces and their bark beetle attack
stages. In 2012, we already performed a small study
with a continuous monitoring of our test site in the national park Bavarian forest. There, we weekly inspected
individual spruces checking the state and degree of damage by bark beetles. Results of these experiments still
need to be published.

Towards UAV-based Forest Monitoring

5. Summary
We tested the capabilities of UAV for frequent short
term forest monitoring. We showed that images from
a UAV flight can be oriented, although there might be
large off-image-plane rotation changes between consecutively acquired images. Therefore, all images must significantly overlap with other images of the flight. Scale
differences and illumination changes are no problem,
if they are not too big. We used the image orientation
for deriving a stereo model which was used to manually inspect the scene, i.e., we manually interpreted the
condition of single tree crowns using stereo view obtained from UAV based large scale images. This scene
analysis was used to label multispectral images which
we acquired with a sports airplane about three months
before. This data was used to train a supervised classifier, random forest. In our tests on pixels which were
not used for training we obtained a mean precision of
0.821. This shows that there are correlations between
the phenotype (outer appearance) of spruce trees and its
spectral signature. It also shows great capabilities of the
classifier to detect different forest conditions using narrowband multispectral images. Finally, our whole approach advises great feasibilities and prospects of UAV
based forest monitoring challenges.
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